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Abstract— Inevitability properties in branching temporal logics
are of the syntax ∀♦φ, where φ is an arbitrary (timed) CTL
(Computation Tree Logic) formula. Such inevitability properties
in dense-time logics can be analyzed with greatest fixpoint
calculation. We present algorithms to model-check inevitability
properties. We discuss a technique for early decision on greatest
fixpoint calculation, which has shown promising performance
against several benchmarks. We have experimented with various
issues, which may affect the performance of TCTL inevitability
analysis. Specifically, our algorithms come with a parameter for
the measurement of time-progress. We report the performance of
our implementation w.r.t. various parameter values and with or
without the non-Zeno computation requirement in the evaluation
of greatest fixpoints. We have also experimented with safe
abstraction techniques for model-checking TCTL inevitability
properties. The experiment results help us deducing rules for
setting the parameter for verification performance. Finally, we
summarize suggestions for configurations of efficient TCTL
inevitability evaluation procedure.
Index Terms— TCTL, real-time systems, inevitability, nonZeno , model-checking, greatest fixpoint, abstraction

I. I NTRODUCTION
INCE the model-checking theory for timed automata were
invented roughly a decade ago [1], [17], many theoretical
workpieces have been reported and experimental tools have
been implemented [4], [6], [12], [13], [18]–[21], [24], [26]–
[32], [34], [36]. However, to apply these research results to
engineering projects, hardworking are still needed in order
to understand how to configure the proposed algorithms for
efficient specification evaluation. The goals of this work are to
design new efficient techniques for evaluating modal formulas
like ∀♦φ, to use extensive experiments to observe how the
evaluation procedure performs in practice, and to come up with
summarized suggestions for the configuration of the procedure
for efficient inevitability analysis.
In verification research, two types of specification properties
attract most interest from academia and industry. The first
type specifies that ”bad things will never happen” while
the second specifies that ”good things will happen” [3]. In
the branching temporal logics of (timed) CTL (Computation
Tree Logic) [1], [10], these two concepts can be mapped
to modal operators ∀¤ and ∀♦ respectively. ∀¤ properties
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are called safety properties while ∀♦ properties are usually
called inevitability properties [14], [22]. In the domain of
dense-time system verification, people have focused on the
efficient analysis of safety properties [13], [18], [20], [24],
[28]–[32], [36]. Inevitability properties in Timed CTL (TCTL)
[1], [17] are comparatively more difficult to analyze due to
the following reason. To analyze an inevitability property, say
∀♦φ, we actually compute the set of states that satisfy the
negation of the inevitability, i.e., ∃¤¬φ, in symbols [[∃¤¬φ]].
We then determine the inevitability by checking the intersection emptiness between [[∃¤¬φ]] and the set of the initial
states. The difficulty arises if property ∃¤¬φ is violated by
Zeno computations, which are those counter-intuitive infinite
computations whose execution times converge to a finite value
[17]. For example, a specification such as
“Along all computations, eventually a bus collision will
happen in 3 time units.”
can be violated by a Zeno computation whose execution time
converges to a finite timepoint, e.g. 2.9 time units. In order to
respect the TCTL semantics [1], [17], we have to impose a
non-Zeno requirement on computations that may incur extra
complexity to the evaluation of inevitability properties. We
present a symbolic TCTL model-checking algorithm that can
handle non-Zeno requirements in greatest fixpoint evaluations.
This algorithm involves nested reachability analysis and demands a much higher complexity than simple safety analysis.
To analyze TCTL inevitability properties in industrial
projects, it is important to integrate various techniques for
a performance solution. We investigate three approaches for
such a purpose. Our first approach is a speed-up technique
called Early Decision on the Greatest Fixpoint (EDGF). In
practice, inevitability usually happens with a precondition.
For example, we may want to specify ∀¤(collision →
y.∀♦(y < 26 ∧ idle)), meaning that if the precondition of collision is observed, the system will inevitably
enter the idle state within 26 time-units. After negation
for model-checking, we instead analyze the reachability of
collision ∧ y.∃¤(y ≥ 26 ∨ ¬idle). In evaluating this
negated formula, we want to see if the greatest fixpoint for
the ∃¤-formula intersects with the collision state space.
We do not actually have to compute the greatest fixpoint to
know if the intersection is empty. Greatest fixpoint evaluation
procedures usually start with a set, say Y , of states and
iteratively delete states from Y until no more deletion can be
made. Since the value of Y shrinks iteratively, we can check
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if the intersection between Y and the precondition state space
has become empty at each iteration of the greatest fixpoint
construction. If at an iteration we find the intersection already
empty, further iterations for the greatest fixpoint is unnecessary
and we can immediately return the current value of Y (or false)
without affecting the model-checking results. One nice feature
of EDGF is that it does not sacrifice the precision of modelchecking. As reported in section VIII, significant performance
improvement is shown against several benchmarks.
In the second approach, we investigate how to adjust a
parameter value in our greatest fixpoint evaluation algorithms
for better performance. The parameter is used for measuring
the time-progress in the non-Zeno requirement. After experimenting with several benchmarks, we find that the parameter
value may significantly affect the verification performances.
To verify a given system and property, we may enhance the
verification performance more than 300 times by carefully
changing the parameter value. Another interesting observation
is that, for all our benchmarks, the performance curves w.r.t.
the parameter values are of similar shapes independent of
the number of processes. In other words, we may predict a
good parameter value for parameterized systems with high
concurrency by calculating good ones for systems with low
concurrency.
Our third approach is using abstraction techniques [9],
[35]. The just-mentioned second approach works fine with
parameterized systems. For general asymmetric systems, we
experimented to use abstraction techniques to predict good
parameter values. For many benchmarks, the performance
curves (w.r.t. the parameter values) for abstract evaluation
have shapes similar to those for exact evaluation. We focus
on the TCTL subclass TCTL∀ , in which every formula can be
analyzed with safe abstraction if over-approximation is used
in the evaluation of its negation.
One challenge in designing safe abstraction techniques in
model-checking is making them precise enough to discern
true properties, while still allowing us to enhance verification
performance. In previous research, people have designed many
abstraction techniques for reachability analysis [4], [24], [34]–
[36]. For model-checking formulas in TCTL∀ , abstraction
precision can be a big issue because abstraction-induced imprecision can potentially be magnified when we use imprecise
evaluation results of nested modal subformulas to evaluate
nesting modal subformulas. In our experiments, we have
checked the precision of three previously published abstraction
techniques in the evaluation of TCTL inevitabilities.
In this paper, we also discuss abstract evaluation of greatest
fixpoints by omitting the requirement for non-Zeno computations in TCTL semantics. As reported in section VIII, many
benchmarks can still be verified even without exclusion of
Zeno computations.
We have implemented these ideas in our modelchecker/simulator RED 4.1 [28]–[30]. We here report extensive experiments designed to observe the effects of our
proposed techniques on inevitability analysis. We have also
compared our implementation with Kronos 5.1 [36], a modelchecker for full TCTL. The performance data not only shows
good promise for our techniques but also provides hints for the

configurations of efficient TCTL model-checking algorithm for
complex systems. We also experimented with the L2CAP of
Bluetooth [16], to see how our techniques perform against
industrial projects. Finally, in section X, we summarize our
experiment report and make suggestions for the configurations
of the efficient inevitability evaluation procedure.
II. R ELATED WORK
To model real-time systems, we may assume that time is
either discrete or dense [8]. In other words, the clock readings
are either nonnegative integers or nonnegative reals. Discrete
real-time model is appropriate for synchronous systems, i.e.,
systems with a single global clock that ticks every time unit.
The state transaction can only happen at ticks. In [7], a method
for specifying and verifying discrete real-time systems are
proposed.
The timed automata model with dense-time clocks was
first presented in [2]. This model is nature for asynchronous
systems, i.e., systems with multiple clocks. In contrast to
discrete real-time model, the state transaction can happen
at any time moment. In [1], Alur et al. showed that the
TCTL model-checking problem is in PSPACE-complexity and
gave an algorithm of TCTL model-checking. The algorithm
is based on the region graph, whose size is bounded by
|X|! · 2|X| · qx∈X (2cx + 2), where X is the set of clocks
and cx is the largest constant in the constraints for clock x.
Modelling of real-time systems is the first step to apply
model checking techniques. In [23], Ober et al. proposed timed
Unified Modeling Language (UML) for modeling real-time
systems. They showed how to translate timed UML into timed
automata for analysis. In [33], Wang and Yu proposed a timed
C, a C-like language for designing real-timed systems. They
also showed how to translate timed C into timed automata.
In [17], Henzinger et al. proposed an efficient symbolic
model-checking algorithm for TCTL. So far, several verification tools for timed automata have been devised and
implemented [18], [20], [24], [28]–[32], [36]. UPPAAL [24]
is a popular tool based on DBM1 technology. Recently, Moller
has applied abstraction techniques in UPPAAL to analyze
restricted inevitability properties without using modal-formula
nesting [21]. The idea is to make model augmentations to
speed up the verification performance. Moller also shows
how to extend the idea to analyze TCTL with only universal
quantifications. However, no experiment has been reported on
the verification of nested modal-formulas. In [5], Behrmann
et al. proposed an abstraction technique, which is sound
and complete w.r.t. reachability analysis, based on distinquish
maximal lower and upper bounds. They report experiment
w.r.t. reachability analysis in UPPAAL, and no experiment has
been reported on the verification of nested modal-formulas.
Kronos [36] is a full DBM-based TCTL model-checker that
incorporates both forward and backward reasoning capabilities. Experiments with Kronos on TCTL bounded inevitability
(inevitabilities with specified deadline) properties are reported
1 DBM is proposed in [12] for the representation of convex state spaces
of timed automata. A DBM is a two-dimensional matrix that records the
difference upperbounds between clock pairs up to a certain constant.
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in [36]. No report has been made on how to enhance the
performance of general inevitability analysis. In comparison,
our proposed techniques (e.g., EDGF and abstractions) handle
both bounded and unbounded inevitabilities.
Our tool RED (version 4.1) [30] is a full TCTL modelchecker/simulator with a BDD-like data structure, called CRD
(Clock-Restriction diagram) [28]–[30]. Previous research with
RED was focused on enhancing the performance of safety
analysis [26]–[30].
Abstraction techniques for safety analysis have been studied
in great depth since the pioneering work of Cousot-Cousot
[9]. For timed automata, convex-hull over-approximation [35]
has been a popular choice for DBM technology. Many overapproximation techniques for timed automata have also been
reported in [4] for BDD-like data structures and in [34]
specifically for CRD.
Relationships between abstraction techniques and subclasses of CTL with only universal (or existential respectively)
path quantifiers has been studied in [11]. As mentioned, the
corresponding framework in TCTL is noted in [21].
III. TCTL MODEL - CHECKING
We use TCTL model-checking as our verification framework,
in which we are given a timed automaton [2] as behavior
description and a TCTL formula [1] as specification and
aim to check whether the behavior description satisfies the
specification.
A. Timed automata
A timed automaton is a finite-state automaton equipped with
a finite set of clocks that can hold nonnegative real-values.
It is structured as a directed graph whose nodes are modes
(control locations) and whose arcs are transitions. The modes
are labeled with invariance conditions while the transitions
are labeled with triggering conditions and a set of clocks to
be reset during the transitions. The invariance conditions and
triggering conditions are Boolean combinations of inequalities
comparing a clock with an integer. At any moment, a timed
automaton can stay in only one mode (or control location).
In its operation, one transition can be triggered when a
corresponding triggering condition is satisfied. Upon being
triggered, the automata instantaneously transits from one mode
to another and resets some clocks to zero. Between transitions,
all clocks increase readings at a uniform rate.
For convenience, given a set Q of modes and a set X of
clocks, we use B(Q, X) as the set of all Boolean combinations
of atoms of the forms q and x ∼ c, where q ∈ Q, x ∈ X ∪ 0,
“∼” is either <, ≤, =, >, or ≥, and c is an integer constant.
Every elements in B(Q, X) is called a state predicate that
represents a set of states (i.e., a state space). A valuation of a
set is a mapping from the set to another set. R+ denotes the
set of nonnegative reals.
Definition 1: A timed automaton A is given as a tuple
hX, Q, I, µ, T, τ, πi with the following restrictions. X is the
set of clocks. Q is the set of modes. I ∈ B(Q, X) is the
initial condition. µ : Q 7→ B(∅, X) defines the invariance
condition of each mode. T ⊆ Q × Q is the set of transitions.

τ : T 7→ B(∅, X) and π : T 7→ 2X respectively define
the triggering condition and the clock set to reset of each
transition.
¥
Definition 2: Given an η ∈ B(Q, X) and a valuation ν of
X, we say ν satisfies η, in symbols ν |= η, iff it is the case
that when the variables in η are interpreted according to ν, η
will be evaluated as true.
¥
Definition 3: A state ν of A = hX, Q, I, µ, T, τ, πi is a
valuation of X ∪ Q such that
• there is a unique q ∈ Q such that ν(q) = true and for
all q 0 6= q, ν(q 0 ) = false;
• ∀x ∈ X, ν(x) ∈ R+ and ∀q ∈ Q, ν(q) ⇒ ν |= µ(q).
¥
Given state ν and q ∈ Q such that ν(q) = true, we call
q the mode of ν, in symbols ν Q . For any t ∈ R+ , ν + t
is a state identical to ν except that for every clock x ∈ X,
ν(x) + t = (ν + t)(x). Given X̄ ⊆ X, ν X̄ is a new state
identical to ν except that for every x ∈ X̄, ν X̄(x) = 0.
Definition 4: Given a timed automaton A
=
hX, Q, I, µ, T, τ, πi, a run is an infinite sequence of
state-time pairs, (ν0 , t0 )(ν1 , t1 ) . . . (νk , tk ) . . . . . ., such that
t0 t1 . . . tk . . . . . . is a monotonically increasing real-number
(time) divergent sequence and for all k ≥ 0,
• invariance conditions are preserved in each interval, that
is, for all t ∈ [0, tk+1 − tk ], νk + t |= µ(νkQ ); and
• either no transition happens at time tk , that is, νkQ =
Q
νk+1
and νk +(tk+1 −tk ) = νk+1 ; or a transition happens
at tk , that is,
Q
− there is such a transition, i.e., (νkQ , νk+1
) ∈ T ; and
− the transition is satisfied, i.e., νk + (tk+1 − tk ) |=
Q
τ (νkQ , νk+1
); and
− the clocks are reset accordingly, i.e., (νk + (tk+1 −
Q
tk ))π(νkQ , νk+1
) = νk+1 .
¥
B. Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL)
TCTL [1], [17] is a branching temporal logic for the
specification of dense-time systems. The formal semantics of
TCTL model-checking could be defined as follows.
Definition 5: A TCTL formula φ has the following syntax
rules.
φ ::= η | ¬φ1 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | x.φ1 | ∃φ1 Uφ2 | ∃¤φ1
Here η ∈ B(Q, X) and φ1 , φ2 are TCTL formulas.
¥
The modal operators are intuitively explained in the following.
• x.φ means that“if there is a clock x with reading zero
now, then φ is satisfied.”
• ∃ means “there exists a run.”
• φ1 Uφ2 means that along a computation, φ1 is true until
φ2 becomes true.
• ¤φ1 means that along a computation, φ1 is always true.
Besides the standard shorthand of temporal logics [1], [17],
we adopt the following for TCTL: ∃♦φ1 for ∃true Uφ1 ,
∀¤φ1 for ¬∃♦¬φ1 , ∀φ1 Uφ2 for ¬((∃(¬φ2 )U¬(φ1 ∨ φ2 )) ∨
(∃¤¬φ2 )), and ∀♦φ1 for ∀true Uφ1 .
Two subclasses of TCTL, including TCTL∀ and TCTL∃ ,
will be used in section VII. TCTL∀ [21] is the universal
fragment of TCTL such that only universal path quantifications
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are used and negations only appear before atoms. Similarly,
TCTL∃ is the existential fragment of TCTL such that only
existential path quantifications are used and negations only
appear before atoms. Note that the negations of formulas
in TCTL∀ fall correctly in TCTL∃ . A TCTL∃ formula can
express a specification that can be witnessed by a run.
Definition 6: We write in notations A, ν |= φ to mean that φ
is satisfied at state ν in a timed automaton A. The satisfaction
relation is defined inductively as follows.
• When φ1 ∈ B(Q, X), A, ν |= φ1 according to definition 2.
• A, ν |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff either A, ν |= φ1 or A, ν |= φ2 .
• A, ν |= ¬φ1 iff A, ν 6|= φ1 .
• A, ν |= x.φ1 iff A, ν{x} |= φ1 . We introduce an
additional clock x in A, which is reset to 0 at present.
• A, ν |= ∃φ1 Uφ2 iff there exists a run (ν1 , t1 )(ν2 , t2 ) . . .
such that ν1 = ν in A, and there exist an i ≥ 1 and a
δ ∈ [0, ti+1 − ti ], s.t.
− A, νi + δ |= φ2 ,
− for all j, δ 0 , if either (1 ≤ j < i) ∧ (δ 0 ∈ [0, tj+1 − tj ])
or (j = i) ∧ (δ 0 ∈ [0, δ)), then A, νj + δ 0 |= φ1 .
In other words, ν satisfies ∃φ1 Uφ2 iff there exists a run
from ν such that along the run, φ1 is true until φ2 is true.
• A, ν |= ∃¤φ1 iff there exists a run (ν1 , t1 )(ν2 , t2 ) . . .
such that ν1 = ν in A, and for every i ≥ 1 and δ ∈
[0, ti+1 − ti ], A, νi + δ |= φ1 . In other words, ν satisfies
∃¤φ1 iff there exists a run from ν such that φ1 is always
true.
A timed automaton A satisfies a TCTL formula φ, in symbols
A |= φ, iff for every state ν0 |= I, A, ν0 |= φ.
¥
IV. M ODEL - CHECKING ALGORITHM WITH NON -Z ENO
REQUIREMENTS

Our TCTL model-checking algorithm uses backward reasoning. We need two basic procedures, xtion bck() for the
computation of the weakest precondition of transitions, and
time bck() for that of backward time-progression. These
two procedures are important in the symbolic construction
of backward reachable state space representations. Various
presentations of the two procedures can be found in [17],
[26]–[30], [32]. Given a state space representation η and a
transition e, the first procedure, xtion bck(η, e), computes
the weakest precondition
• in which, every state satisfies the invariance condition
imposed by µ(); and
• from which we can transit to states in [[η]] through e.
Note that [[η]] is the set of states that satisfy η. The second
procedure, time bck(η1 , η2 ), computes the space representation of states
• from which we can go to states in [[η2 ]] simply by timepassage; and
• every state in the time-passage satisfies η1 and also
satisfies the invariance condition imposed by µ().
We have implemented the symbolic characterization of
time bck(η1 , η2 ) presented in [17] as follows.
time bck(η1 , η2 ) = {ν|∃δ ∈ R+ (ν + δ |= η2 ∧ ∀0 ≤ δ 0 ≤
δ(ν + δ 0 |= η1 ∧ µ(ν Q )))}

Note that the inner quantification rules out the case of
path condition discontinuity in time-passage. With these
two basic procedures, we can construct a backward reachability procedure rch-bck(η1 , η2 ), as shown in [17],
[26]–[30], [32], which characterizes the backwardly reachable state space from states in [[η2 ]] through runs along
which all states satisfy η1 . rch-bck(η1 , η2 ) can be defined as the least fixpoint Wof the equation Y = η2 ∨
(time bck(η1 , Y ∨ (η1 ∧ e∈T xtion bck(Y, e)))), i.e.,
rch-bck(η1 , η2 ) ≡ lfp Y.(η2 ∨ (time bck(η1 , Y ∨ (η1 ∧
W
e∈T xtion bck(Y, e))))).
Our model-checking algorithm is extended from the classical model-checking algorithm for TCTL [17]. The design of
our greatest fixpoint evaluation algorithm with consideration
of non-Zeno requirement is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 7: Given d ≥ 1, A, ν |= ∃¤η iff there exists a set
Y of states, that all satisfy η, such that ν ∈ Y and for all
ν 0 ∈ Y there is a finite run segment from ν 0 of duration ≥ d
ending in Y.
Proof: (⇒) We first assume that A, ν |= ∃¤η is true.
According to the semantics of TCTL, there is an infinite and
divergent run Π from ν along which η is always true. Let Y
be the set of states in the run Π. Clearly, ν ∈ Y and for all
ν 0 ∈ Y satisfies η. Considering a state ν 0 ∈ Y in the run Π,
there is a finite run segment from ν 0 of duration ≥ d ending in
a state ν” ∈ Y in the run Π. Thus this direction of the lemma
is proven.
(⇐) We next assume that there is a set Y of states, that
all satisfy η, such that ν ∈ Y and for all ν 0 ∈ Y there is
a finite run segment from ν 0 of duration ≥ d ending in Y.
Since ν ∈ Y , there are infinitely many finite run segments of
duration ≥ d ≥ 1 that can be concatenated together to form
an infinite and divergent run starting at ν. Moreover, all states
in the infinite and divergent run satisfy η. We can see that
A, ν |= ∃¤η.
With lemma 7, ∃¤η can be defined with the following
greatest fixpoint.
∃¤η ≡ gfp Y. (ZC. rch-bck(η, Y ∧ ZC ≥ d))
Here clock ZC is an auxiliary clock variable specifically
used to measure the non-Zeno requirement. Note that d is
a parameter for measuring the time-progress. The following
procedure can construct the greatest fixpoint satisfying ∃¤η
with a non-Zeno requirement.
gfp(η) /* d is a static parameter for measuring time-progress */ {
Y := η; Y 0 := true;
repeat until Y = Y 0 , {Y 0 := Y ; Y := clk elim(
ZC = 0 ∧ rch-bck(η, Y ∧ ZC ≥ d), ZC); }
(1)
return Y ;
}
clk elim(η, x) {
for each x1 − x ∼ c and x − x2 ∼0 c0 , if η ∧
x1 − x ∼ c ∧ x − x2 ∼0 c0 is not empty, {
η1 := η ∧ x1 − x ∼ c ∧ x − x2 ∼0 c;
η := η ∧ ¬η1 ; η := η ∨ (η1 ∧ x1 − x2 new ub(∼, c, ∼0 , c0 ));
}
return η;
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}
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new ub(∼, c, ∼0 , c0 ) {
if c = ∞ ∨ c0 = ∞, return ”< ∞”
else if c = −∞, { if c0 ≤ 0, return ”< −∞”; else return
”< −CA:φ + c0 ;” }
else if c0 = −∞, { if c ≤ 0, return ”< −∞”; else return
”< −CA:φ + c;” }
cr := c + c0 ;
if ∼ or ∼0 is ”<”, ∼r is assigned ”<”, else ∼r is assigned ”≤”
if cr > CA:φ ∨ (∼r = ”<” ∨ cr = CA:φ ), return ”< ∞;”
else if cr < −CA:φ ∨ (∼r = ”<” ∨ cr = −CA:φ ), return ”< −∞;”
else return ”∼r cr ”;
}

b

∨

d
α1

α5

∧

α2

α3
Fig. 1.

Here clk elim() applies Fourier-Motzkin elimination [15]
to remove a clock from a state predicate without losing
information on other clocks. We assume that ∼ and ∼0
represent operations < or <=. Other operations, i.e., =,
>, >=, can be handled similarly. c and c0 are integers in
{−∞, −CA:φ , . . . , CA:φ , ∞} where CA:φ is the maximum
constant in A and φ. new ub() computes the new upperbound
as the result of adding two. When the new upperbound exceeds
CA:φ , we treat it as ∞. For example, with CA:φ = 5,
new ub(<, 2, ≤, 3) = ”< ∞” and new ub(≤, 2, ≤, 1) =
”≤ 3”. gfp() iteratively eliminates subspaces which cannot
go to a state in Y through finite runs of duration over
d. In section VIII, we show that, in many cases, d-values
significantly influence verification performances.
The following model-check(A, φ), which uses gfp() in
the labeling algorithm in [1], [17] to replace the evaluation
of ∃¤-formulas, stands for the complete model-checking algorithm with non-Zeno requirement. Eval(A, χ, φ) computes
a state predicate representing the set of states that satisfy φ.
Correctness follows from Lemma 7.

c

∨

α4

The parsing tree of PBTP (α1 ∨ α2 ) ∧ ((α3 ∧ α4 ) ∨ α5 ).

A positive Boolean tree predicate (PBTP) with n arguments is
an expression constructed from Boolean conjunctions, disjunctions, and arguments α1 , . . . , αn . We can construct a parsing
tree for a PBTP. It can be shown that every interior node is
either a conjunction or a disjunction, and each argument in a
PBTP corresponds to exactly one leaf in the parsing tree. A
nice property of PBTP is that it is monotonic. The following
lemma establishes this monotonicity.
Lemma 8: Given a PBTP p(α1 , . . . , αn ) and state predicates η1 , . . . , ηn , η10 , . . . , ηn0 , if η1 ⊆ η10 , . . ., and ηn ⊆ ηn0 ,
then p(η1 , . . . , ηn ) ⊆ p(η10 , . . . , ηn0 ).
Proof: This lemma can be proved with structural induction on p(). In the base case, there is only one argument
and the lemma is true according to the assumption. For
the induction, we assume that the lemma is true for all
PBTPs with no more than k arguments. Now, we are going
to prove that the lemma is true for a (k + 1)-arguments
PBTP p(η1 , . . . , ηk+1 ). If the root of the parsing tree for
p(η1 , . . . , ηk+1 ) is a conjunction, p(η1 , . . . , ηk+1 ) must be of
model-check(A, φ) { if Eval(A, ∅, ¬φ) ∧ I is false, return true; the form p (α , . . . , α ) ∧ p (α
1
1
h
2
h+1 , . . . , αk+1 ) ,where h ≤ k.
else return false. }
According to the assumption, p1 (η1 , . . . , ηh ) ⊆ p1 (η10 , . . . , ηh0 )
0
0
Eval(A, χ, φ̄) /* χ is the set of clocks in the scope of φ̄ */ {
and p2 (ηh+1 , . . . , ηk+1 ) ⊆ p2 (ηh+1
, . . . , ηk+1
). Accordswitch (φ̄) {
ing to the definition of conjunction, we then infer that
case (false): return false;
V
p1 (η1 , . . . , ηh ) ∧ p2 (ηh+1 , . . . , ηk+1 ) ⊆ p1 (η10 , . . . , ηh0 ) ∧
case (p): return p ∧ x∈χ x ≥ 0;
0
0
p2 (ηh+1
, . . . , ηk+1
). Thus the lemma is proven in this case.
case (x − y ∼ c): return x − y ∼ c ∧x∈χ x ≥ 0;
The proof when the root is a disjunction is similar to the
case (φ1 ∨ φ2 ): return Eval(A, χ, φ1 ) ∨ Eval(A, χ, φ2 );
case (φ1 ∧ φ2 ): return Eval(A, χ, φ1 ) ∧ Eval(A, χ, φ2 );
conjunction case.
case (¬φ1 ): return ¬Eval(A, χ, φ1 );
Suppose we have the parsing tree Γ of a PBTP
case (x.φ1 ): return clk elim(x = 0 ∧ Eval(A, χ ∪ {x},
p(α
1 , . . . , αn ). A path κ1 κ2 . . . κm in Γ is called a filtering
φ1 ∧ x ≥ 0), x);
path
for αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, iff κ1 is the root of Γ and κm is the
case (∃φ1 U φ2 ): return rch-bck(Eval(A, χ, φ1 ), Eval(A, χ, φ2 ));
case (∃¤φ1 ): return gfp(Eval(A, χ, φ1 ));
parent of αi . A subformula φ is called a filtering conjunct of αi
}}
iff the root of its parsing tree is a sibling of one of κ2 , . . . , κn
and the parent of the root is a conjunction.
If φ1 , . . . , φk are
V
some filtering conjuncts of αi , then 1≤i≤k φi is called a
V. E ARLY DECISION ON GREATEST FIXPOINT EVALUATION filtering subconjunction of αi . We have an example PBTP
As mentioned in section I, inevitability properties usually (α1 ∨ α2 ) ∧ ((α3 ∧ α4 ) ∨ α5 ) in Fig. 1. Path acd is a filtering
appear together with preconditions, like ∀¤(p → ∀♦q). After path for α3 . α1 ∨ α2 and α4 are both filtering conjuncts of
negating for model-checking, we end up with the reachability α3 . Thus α1 ∨ α2 , α4 , and (α1 ∨ α2 ) ∧ α4 are all filtering
of p∧∃¤¬q and the greatest fixpoint evaluation can stop when subconjunctions of α3 .
For the convenience of presentation, in the following, we
the intersection between p and ∃¤¬q becomes empty. Based
on this idea, we have developed the speed-up technique of shall assume that we are interested in the filtering path of αn
Early Decision on the Greatest Fixpoint (EDGF). We first need in a PBTP p(α1 , . . . , αn ). But our lemmas and proofs can be
to define several terms for the presentation of the technique. adapted to the general case by argument renaming.
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Lemma 9: Suppose we are given a PBTP p(α1 , . . . , αn )
such that β = f (α1 , . . . , αm ), m < n, is a filtering
subconjunction of αn . Suppose that the greatest fixpoint
evaluation of ∃¤φ1 yields γ1 γ2 . . . γg (γg is the greatest
fixpoint) in successive iterations and η1 , . . . , ηn−1 are state
predicates. If f (η1 , . . . , ηm ) ∧ γk = false for some 1 ≤ k ≤ g,
then p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γg ) ≡ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , false).
Proof: If we rewrite p(α1 , . . . , αn ) in DNF, according
to the distribution law of Boolean algebra, f (α1 , . . . , αm )
will occur in every conjunction in which αn occurs.
According to the idempotence of conjunctions, we infer
that p(α1 , . . . , αn ) ≡ p(α1 , . . . , αn ∧ f (α1 , . . . , αm )).
Since the evaluation of ∃¤φ1 shrinks in each iteration,
p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γg ) ⊆ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γk ) according to
lemma 8. If f (η1 , . . . , ηm ) ∧ γk = false, we can infer that

}}
gfp EDGF(η, β) {
Y := η; Y 0 := true;
repeat until Y = Y 0 or (Y ∧ β) = false, { Y 0 := Y ;
(5)
Y := clk elim(ZC = 0 ∧ rch-bck(η, Y ∧ ZC ≥ d), ZC); }
return Y ∧ β;
(6)
}

For the case (φ1 ∧ φ2 ), we strengthen β depending on
the evaluation orders of the two conjuncts in statements (2)
and (3). Please be reminded that a PBTP is an expression
constructed from Boolean conjunctions and disjunctions. The
evaluations of case (¬φ1 ), (x.φ1 ), (∃φ1 U φ2 ), and (∃¤φ1 )
must be the arguments of a PBTP and the evaluations of
subformula φ1 and φ2 shall be expressed by other PBTPs.
Consequently, when evaluating φ1 and φ2 , β is reset to true.
For example, as mentioned above, Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, (a ∨
p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γg ) ⊆ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γk )
≡ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γk ∧ f (η1 , . . . , ηm )) b) ∧ r, ∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q)) is an argument of the PBTP for the
evaluation of (a ∨ b) ∧ ((∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q) ∧ r) ∨ s). When
≡ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , false)
evaluating the subformula (p ∧ ∃¤¬q), we reset β to true in
Since p() has no negations, we also infer that statement (4). Evaluation Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, p ∧ ∃¤¬q)
p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , false) ⊆ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γg ). This implies is expressed by another PBTP p(α1 , α2 ) = α1 ∧ α2 with
α1 = p and α2 = Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, p, ∃¤¬q). In procedure
that p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , γg ) ≡ p(η1 , . . . , ηn−1 , false).
gfp EDGF(), we check (Y ∧ β) = false to decide for early
In the following, we take φ̄ = (a ∨ b) ∧ ((∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q) ∧ termination in statement (5). In statement (6), we returns
r) ∨ s) as an example to illustrate the EDGF technique. The Y ∧ β, since p(α1 , . . . , γg ) ≡ p(α1 , . . . , γg ∧ f (α1 , . . . , αm ))
space representation of states that satisfy φ̄ can be evaluated according to the proof of lemma 9. The following lemma helps
by Eval(A, ∅, φ̄) = (a ∨ b) ∧ ((Eval(A, ∅, ∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q)) ∧ establish the correctness of our implementation, i.e., β does
r)∨s). Please be reminded that Eval(A, ∅, a), Eval(A, ∅, b), carry the information of the filtering subconjunction.
Eval(A, ∅, r), and Eval(A, ∅, s) equal a, b, r, and s respecLemma 10: Assume that there is a formula φ̄ and its
tively. The evaluation of φ̄ can be expressed as the PBTP evaluation Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄) constructs a PBTP
in Fig. 1 by substituting a, b, Eval(A, ∅, ∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q)), p(α1 , . . . , αn ), i.e., αi
=
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi )
r, and s for α1 , . . . , α5 respectively. Since ((a ∨ b) ∧ r) is and
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄)
leads
to
a
call
a filtering subconjunction of the greatest fixpoint evaluation Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then βi
Eval(A, ∅, ∃¤(p ∧ ∃¤¬q)), we can stop the greatest fixpoint is a filtering subconjunction of αi .
evaluation whenever their intersection becomes empty based Proof: We prove that βi is a filtering subconjunction of αi by
on lemma 9. We rewrite procedure Eval() by introducing structural induction on the PBTP p(α1 , . . . , αn ). In the base
a new parameter β to carry the information of the filtering case, there is only one argument. According to procedure
subconjunction. The new procedures are in the following.
Eval-EDGF(), Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄) is the argument.
Since true is a filtering subconjunction of every subformula,
the lemma automatically holds.
Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β, φ̄) {
The inductive hypothesis is that this lemma holds
switch (φ̄) {
for
p() with k arguments. Now, we have to proof
case (false): return false;
V
case (p): return p ∧ x∈χ x ≥ 0;
that if Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄) constructs a PBTP
case (x − y ∼ c): return x − y ∼ c ∧x∈χ x ≥ 0;
p(α1 , . . . , αk+1 ) where αi = Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi )
case (φ1 ∨ φ2 ):
and
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄)
leads
to
a
call
return Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β, φ1 ) ∨ Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β, φ2 );
Eval-EDGF(A,
∅,
β
,
φ
)
for
all
1
≤
i
≤
n,
then
β
is
i
i
i
case (φ1 ∧ φ2 ):
a filtering subconjunction of αi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. Assume
if φ2 does not contain modal operator,{
η2 := Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β, φ2 );
that κ1 κ2 . . . κl is the filtering path of αi and αj is the sibling
return η2 ∧ Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β ∧ η2 , φ1 ); }
(2) of αi . According to procedure Eval-EDGF(), we have the
else{
following two cases to analyze.
η1 := Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β, φ1 );
• κl is a disjunction : According to Eval-EDGF(),
return η1 ∧ Eval-EDGF(A, χ, β ∧ η1 , φ2 ); }
(3)
we know Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φj ∨ φi )
=
case (¬φ1 ): return ¬Eval-EDGF(A, χ, true, φ1 );
case (x.φ1 ): return clk elim(x = 0 ∧ Eval-EDGF(A,
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φj ) ∨ Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi ).
χ ∪ {x}, true, φ1 ∧ x ≥ 0), x);
We also know that Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄) constructs
case (∃φ1 Uφ2 ): return rch-bck(Eval-EDGF(A, χ, true, φ1 ),
a PBTP p0 () with k arguments which is the same
Eval-EDGF(A, χ, true, φ2 ));
as p() except the subtree rooted in κl in p() is
case (∃¤φ1 ):
(4)
return gfp EDGF(Eval-EDGF(A, χ, true, φ1 ), β);
a leaf Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φj ∨ φi ) in p0 (). By
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induction hypothesis, βi is a filtering subconjunction
for Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φj ∨ φi ). According to
the definition, βi is a filtering subconjunction of
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi ), i.e., αi .
• κl
is
a
conjunction
:
Let
η
=
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βj , φj ). There are two subcases. First,
if φj is evaluated before φi , Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, β 0 , φj ∧
φi )
=
η ∧ Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, βi , φi ), where
βi = β 0 ∧ η according to Eval-EDGF(). We
know that Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, true, φ̄) constructs a
PBTP p0 () with k arguments which is the same as
p() except that the subtree rooted in κl in p() is
a leaf Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, β 0 , φj ∧ φi ) in p0 (). By
induction hypothesis, β 0 is a filtering subconjunction for
Eval-EDGF(A, ∅, β 0 , φj ∧ φi ). By definition, βi is a
filtering subconjunction of αi , since κl is a conjunction
and βi = β 0 ∧ η. The case that φi is evaluated before φj
is similar.

VI. G REATEST FIXPOINT COMPUTATION BY TOLERATING
Z ENONESS
In practice, the greatest fixpoint computation procedures
presented in the last two sections can be costly in terms
of computing resources due to their characterizations having
a least fixpoint nested in a greatest fixpoint. Such characterizations are necessary to guarantee that only non-Zeno
computations are considered. In reality, systems with welldesigned behaviors may satisfy certain inevitability properties
for both Zeno and non-Zeno computations. In such cases, we
can benefit from the following less expensive procedure for
computing the greatest fixpoint.
W
∃¤η ≡ gfp Y.(time bck(η, η ∧ e∈T xtion bck(Y, e)))
We can also combine such an over-approximation with EDGF
as follows.
gfp Zeno EDGF(η, β) {
Y := η; Y 0 := true;
repeat until Y = Y 0 or (Y ∧ β)W= false, { Y 0 := Y ;
Y := Y ∧ time bck(η, η ∧ e∈T xtion bck(Y, e)); }
return Y ∧ β;
}

VII. A BSTRACT MODEL - CHECKING WITH TCTL∀
In the application of abstraction techniques, it is important
to make them safe [35]. That is to say, when the safe
abstraction analyzer says a property is true, the property is
indeed true. (But when it says false, we do not know whether
the property is true.) There are two types of abstractions: overapproximation, which means that the abstract state space is a
superset of the concrete state space, and under-approximation,
which means that the abstract state space is a subset of the
concrete state space. To make an abstraction safe, we should
over approximate when evaluating ∃¤¬φ (the negation of the
inevitability). However, negations deeply nested in formulas

can turn over-approximations into under-approximations and
thus make abstraction unsafe.
To guarantee safe abstraction in model-checking, people
focused on subclass TCTL∀ of TCTL [11], [21]. For example, we may write a TCTL∀ formula ∀¤(request →
∀¤(service → ∀♦request)). This formula says that if a
request is responded by a service, then a request will follow the
service. The negation of the specification is a TCTL∃ formula
∃♦ (request ∧ ∃♦ (service ∧ ∃¤¬request)). The following lemma shows that over-approximation techniques with
TCTL∃ formulas always yield over-approximation.
Lemma 11: : Given a TCTL∃ formula φ, if we evaluate
each modal-subformula in φ with over-approximation, then
we still get an over-approximation of the state set satisfying
φ.
Proof: This can be done by an inductive analysis on the
structure of φ. If φ is a literal expression of the forms p or ¬p,
then the evaluation does not involve any approximation. If φ
is like φ1 ∨ φ2 or φ1 ∧ φ2 , then the evaluation of φ still yields
over-approximation with the inductive hypothesis that the
evaluations of φ1 and φ2 are both over-approximations. If φ is
like ∃φ1 Uφ2 , then since the modal-formula is to be evaluated
with over-approximation, with the inductive hypothesis, we
know that φ is evaluated with over-approximation. The case
for ∃¤φ1 is similar. Thus this lemma is proven.
While restricting our specifications to TCTL∀ , we can
extend rch-bck() with over-approximations as follows.
rch-bckO (η1 , η2 )W≡ lfpY.abs(η2 ∨ (time bck(η1 , Y ∨
(η1 ∧ e∈T xtion bck(Y, e)))))
Here abs() means a generic over-approximation procedure.
Procedure rch-bckO () can be used in place of rch-bck()
in procedures gfp(), Eval-EDGF(), and gfp EDGF(). In our
tool RED 4.1, we have implemented a series of game-based
abstraction procedures suitable for BDD-like data structures
and concurrent systems [34]. We use the term ”game” because
we envision the concurrent system operation as a game. Those
processes, which we want to verify, are treated as players
while the other processes are treated as opponents. More
precisely, a process is a player iff its local variables appear
in the TCTL∀ specification. In the game, the players try
to win (maintain the specification property) with the worst
(i.e., minimal) assumption on their opponents. According to
the well-observed discipline of modular programming [25],
the behavioral correctness of a functional module should be
based on minimal assumption on the environment. These
game-based abstraction procedures omit opponents’ stateinformation to make abstractions.
• Game-abstraction: The game abstraction procedure will
eliminate the state information of the opponents from its
argument state-predicate.
• Game-discrete-abstraction: This abstraction procedure
will eliminate all clock constraints for the opponents in
the argument state-predicate.
• Game-magnitude-abstraction: A clock constraint like
x − x0 ∼ c is called a magnitude constraint iff either
x or x0 is zero itself (i.e. the constraint is either x ∼ c or
−x0 ∼ c). This abstraction procedure will erase all non-
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magnitude constraints of the opponents in the argument
state-predicate.
More details of the abstraction techniques can be found in
[34].
VIII. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented the ideas in our modelchecker/simulator, RED version 4.1, for timed automata.
RED uses the new BDD-like data structure CRD (ClockRestriction Diagram) [28]–[30] and supports both forward
and backward analysis, full TCTL model-checking with
non-Zeno computations, deadlock detection, and counterexample generation. Users can also declare global and
local (to each process) variables of type clock, integer, and
pointer (to identifier of processes). Boolean conditions
on variables can be tested and variable values can
be assigned. The TCTL formulas in RED also allow
quantification on process identifiers for succinct specification.
Interested readers can download RED for free from
http://cc.ee.ntu.edu.tw/∼val/ We designed
our experiments in two ways. First, we ran RED 4.1 with
various options and benchmarks to test if our ideas could
indeed improve the verification performance of inevitability
properties. Second, we compare RED 4.1 with Kronos 5.2 to
check whether our implementation is competitive.
In the following subsections, we shall first discuss the design
of our benchmarks and then report our experiments. Data
is collected on a Pentium 4 1.7GHz with 256MB memory
running LINUX. Execution times are collected for Kronos
while times and memory (for data-structure) are collected for
RED. “s” means seconds of CPU time, “k” means kilobytes
for memory space for data-structures, and “O/M” means ”outof-memory.”
A. Benchmarks
We used the following benchmarks.
• Bounded termination detection (TD) [30]: We have a
network of communicating processes. One of the processes will finish execution with a deadline. The other
processes will periodically check if its neighbors have
finished. They will finish execution if one of its neighbors has finished. Three network configurations, linear
lists, binary trees, and lattices, are used in the experiment. The unbounded inevitability property we want to
check is that “Inevitably, all processes will finish,” i.e.,
∀♦∀i, finishedi . The biggest timing constant used is
10.
• PATHOS real-time operating system scheduling [4]: In
the system, each process runs with a distinct priority in
a period equal to the number of processes. The biggest
timing constant used is equal to the number of processes.
The unbounded inevitability property we want to evaluate
is that “if the process with lowest priority is in the
pending state, then inevitably it will enter the running
state thereafter.” For a system with three processes, this
property is ∀¤ (pending3 → ∀♦running3 ). The nesting depth of the modal-operators is one.

• Leader election [30]: Each process has a local pointer
parent and a local clock. All processes initially come
with its parent = NULL. Then a process with its
parent = NULL may broadcast its request to be adopted
by a parent. Another process with its parent = NULL
may respond. The process with the smaller identifier will
become the parent of the other process in the requesterresponder pair. The biggest timing constant used is 2. The
unbounded inevitability we want to verify is that eventually, the algorithm will finish with a unique leader elected,
i.e., ∀♦(parent1 = NULL ∧ ∀i : i 6= 1, (parenti 6=
NULL ∧ parenti < i)). There is no nested modaloperators. To guarantee the inevitability, we assume that
a process with parent = NULL will finish an iteration
in 2 time units.
• CSMA/CD protocol [28], [29], [36]: Basically, this is
the ethernet bus arbitration protocol with collision-andretry. The timing constants used are 26, 52, and 808.
The following three inevitability specifications have been
checked.
(A) When two processes are simultaneously in the
transmission mode, then in 26 time units, the bus
will inevitably go back to the idle state. That is,
∀¤((transm1 ∧ transm2 ) → x.∀♦(x < 26 ∧
bus idle)). This experiment allows us to observe
how our techniques perform with bounded inevitability.
(B) If sender 1 is in its transmission mode for
no less than 52 time units, then it will inevitably
enter the wait mode, i.e., ∀¤((transm1 ∧ x1 ≥
52) → ∀♦wait1 ). Specially, this specification can
only be verified by quantifying only on non-Zeno
computations.
(C) If the bus is in the idle mode and later enters
the collision mode, then it will inevitably go
back to the idle mode, i.e., ∀¤(bus idle →
∀¤(bus collision → ∀♦bus idle)). This property is special in that the nesting depth of modaloperator is two and can give us some insight on
how our abstraction techniques scale to the inductive
structure of specifications.
The nesting depth of the modal operators are zero for termination detection and leader-election, one for PATHOS,
CSMA/CD (A), and CSMA/CD (B), and two for CSMA/CD
(C). The specifications for the benchmarks all fall in TCTL∀ .
B. Performance of the algorithm using non-Zeno requirement
and EDGF
In this experiment, we observed the performance of our
algorithm with the non-Zeno requirement and the EDGF
technique. Performance data is shown in table I. The data
shows that the EDGF could be useful in practice. When the
technique fails, it only incurs a small overhead. When it
succeeds, it significantly improves performance two to threefold. Thus we suggests that EDGF should always be used in
inevitability evaluations.
As for the non-Zeno requirement, we find that with or
without the EDGF, a non-Zeno requirement does add more
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM USING NON -Z ENO REQUIREMENT AND EDGF

concurrency
TD
(Linear)

TD
(Lattice)

TD
(Tree)

pathos

leader
election

CSMA/CD
(A)

CSMA/CD
(B)
CSMA/CD
(C)

2 proc.s
3 proc.s
4 proc.s
5 proc.s
2 proc.s
3 proc.s
4 proc.s
5 proc.s
2 proc.s
3 proc.s
4 proc.s
5 proc.s
2 proc.s
3 proc.s
4 proc.s
5 proc.s
6 proc.s
7 proc.s
2 proc.s
3 proc.s
4 proc.s
5 proc.s
6 proc.s
7 proc.s
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+5 senders
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+5 senders
bus+6 senders
bus+7 senders

no non-Zeno
EDGF
time/space/answer
0.2s/4k/true
0.25s/17k/true
5.42s/177k/true
2030.53s/62720k/true
0.1s/4k/true
0.14s/14k/true
5.71s/345k/true
1048.26s/57301k/true
0.1s/4k/true
0.16s/14k/true
3.56s/191k/true
1287.7s/75135k/true
0.02s/7k/true
0.09s/18k/true
0.63s/74k/true
6.52s/857k/true
161s/15087k/true
O/M
0.04s/10k/true
0.28s/33k/true
1.96s/84k/true
10.01s/23/true
52.63s/635k/true
206.7s/1693k/true
0.07s/25k/true
0.24s/49k/true
0.78s/131k/true
2.39s/378k/true
0.16s/25k/maybe
1.52s/62k/maybe
10.94s/239k/maybe
0.05s/25k/true
0.14s/49k/true
0.43s/97k/true
1.32s/286k/true
4.57s/833k/true
16.32s/2364k/true

requirement
no EDGF
time/space/answer
0.2s/4k/true
0.28s/17k/true
5.41s/177k/true
2069.80s/62720k/true
0.2s/4k/true
0.16s/14k/true
5.73s/345k/true
1050.77s/57301k/true
0.2s/4k/true
0.16s/14k/true
3.58s/191k/true
1286.93s/75135k/true
0.02s/7k/true
0.1s/18k/true
0.66s/74k/true
6.65s/859k/true
162s/15090k/true
O/M
0.03s/10k/true
0.28s/33k/true
1.98s/84k/true
10.07s/234k/true
48.28s/635k/true
205.7s/1693k/true
0.15s/25k/true
0.66s/63k/true
2.38s/201k/true
8.47s/625k/true
0.16s/25k/maybe
1.52s/62k/maybe
11.58s/239k/maybe
0.06s/25k/true
0.21s/49k/true
0.67s/97k/true
2.44s/285k/true
8.68s/835k/true
32.84s/2367k/true

complexity to the evaluation of the inevitability properties
against many benchmarks. For the three specifications of the
CSMA/CD model, exponential blow-ups were observed.

On the contrary, for the PATHOS benchmark, the sessions
with the non-Zeno requirement incur much less complexity
than without it. We have looked into the execution of our
algorithms for the explanation of these complexity patterns.
Procedure gfp() and gfp EDGF() both are constructed with
an inner loop for the least fixpoint evaluation of rch-bck()
and an outer loop for the greatest fixpoint evaluation. After we
had carefully traced the execution of our model-checker, we
found that this benchmark incurs very few iterations of outer
loop with non-Zeno requirement although each iteration can be
costly to run. On the other hand, it incurs a significant number
of iterations of inner loop without non-Zeno requirement although each iteration is not so costly. The accumulative effect
of the loop iterations results in performance that contradicts
our expectation. This benchmark shows that the efficiency of
inevitability evaluations depends on many factors.

Finally, benchmark CSMA/CD (B) shows that some inevitability properties can only be verified with the non-Zeno
requirement.

non-Zeno requirement
EDGF
no EDGF
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
0.1s/8k/true
0.2s/8k/true
0.20s/34k/true
0.22s/34k/true
3.25s/170k/true
3.26s/170k/true
59.16s/3569k/true
59.0s/3569k/true
0.2s/8k/true
0.2s/8k/true
0.12s/31k/true
0.12s/31k/true
3.24s/296k/true
3.27s/296k/true
43.55s/5964k/true
43.19s/5964k/true
0.2s/8k/true
0.3s/8k/true
0.11s/31k/true
0.12s/31k/true
2.25s/271k/true
2.25s/271k/true
30.76s/4380k/true
30.61s/4380k/true
0.03s/7k/true
0.03s/7k/true
0.08s/17k/true
0.09s/17k/true
0.31s/42k/true
0.31s/42k/true
1.17s/114k/true
1.28s/114k/true
5.22s/314k/true
5.37s/314k/true
30.71s/942k/true
31.16s/941k/true
0.04s/16k/true
0.04s/16k/true
0.25s/84k/true
0.24s/84k/true
1.54s/338k/true
1.53s/338k/true
11.23s/1164k/true
11.17s/1164k/true
110.9s/7992k/true
110.2s/7992k/true
860.5s/42062k/true
859.7s/42062k/true
0.33s/42k/true
9.29s/90k/true
3.09s/191k/true
98.33s/191k/true
26.23s/936k/true
867.5s/1578k/true
195.14s/4501k/true
6021s/7036k
1.92s/37k/true
2.3s/37k/true
28.67s/151k/true
34.88s/151k/true
235.48s/765k/true
283s/766k/true
0.06s/25k/true
0.72s/36k/true
0.29s/79k/true
5.51s/183k/true
1.36s/298k/true
30.99s/752k/true
6.73s/1045k/true
173.82s/2724k/true
33.53s/3436k/true
907.41s/9031k/true
166.14s/10652k/true
4558s/27993k/true

C. Performance of the algorithm using the different d-values
for measuring time-progress
In statement (1) of procedure gfp(), we use inequality
ZC ∼ d to check time-progress in non-Zeno computations
where “∼” is either > or ≥, and d is a parameter ≥ 1. In
our experiments, various choices of “∼ d” were used, ranging
from 1 to beyond the biggest timing constants used in the system models. We found that the choices of “∼ d” may greatly
affect the verification performance. It is our purpose to come
up with suggestions to make good choices through carefully
observing the performance patterns. Experiment results are
shown in tables II and III. We have also drawn charts to
show time-complexity and memory-complexity w.r.t. various
choices in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
As can be seen from the performance curves, our algorithms
may respond to various model structures and specifications
with different complexity performance patterns. For benchmarks termination-detection, leader-election, and PATHOS,
there is a vague pattern that the bigger the d-value is, the
better the performance follows. For the three CSMA/CD
benchmarks, the best performance happens when we choose
d around 25 to 50.
Again, we looked into the execution of our algorithms for
the explanation of these complexity patterns. We found that
the outer loop converges faster with bigger d-values while the
inner loop converges slower. With bigger d-values we may
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(a) TD(Linear)

(b) TD(Latice)

(c) TD(Tree)

(d) leader-election

(e) PATHOS

(f) CSMA/CD(A)

(g) CSMA/CD(B)
(h) CSMA/CD(C)
The Y-axis is with ”time in second” while the X-axis is with ”∼ d” used in ”ZC ∼ d.”
Fig. 2.

Time-complexity charts w.r.t. choices of “∼ d” (Data collected with option EDGF)
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(a) TD(Linear)

(b) TD(Latice)

(c) TD(Tree)

(d) leader-election

(e) PATHOS

(f) CSMA/CD(A)

(g) CSMA/CD(B)
(h) CSMA/CD(C)
The Y-axis is with ”memory space in kb” while the X-axis is with ”∼ d” used in ”ZC ∼ d.”
Fig. 3.

Memory-complexity charts w.r.t. choices of “∼ d”. (Data collected with option EDGF)
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM USING DIFFERENT d- VALUES (TD,
LEADER , AND PATHOS BENCHMARKS )
∼d
TD
(Linear)

TD
(Latice)

TD
(Tree)

leader

pathos

>=1
>1
>2
>3
>4
>5
>6
>7
>8
>9
>10
>=1
>1
>2
>3
>4
>5
>6
>7
>8
>9
>10
>=1
>1
>2
>3
>4
>5
>6
>7
>8
>9
>10
>=1
>1
>2
>=1
>1
>2
>3
>4
>5

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM USING DIFFERENT d- VALUES
(CSMA/CD BENCHMARKS )
∼d

2 procs
time/space
0.11s/8k
0.10s/11k
0.6s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.4s/10k
0.2s/10k
0.2s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.1s/8k
0.12s/8k
0.9s/11k
0.6s/10k
0.5s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.1s/10k
0.2s/10k
0.2s/8k
0.12s/8k
0.11s/11k
0.5s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.3s/10k
0.2s/10k
0.2s/10k
0.4s/10k
0.1s/10k
0.2s/8k
0.05s/16k
0.04s/16k
0.03s/16k
0.04s/7k
0.02s/7k
0.03s/7k

not available

3 procs
time/space
2.1s/52k
1.61s/38k
0.96s/48k
0.58s/41k
0.48s/44k
0.37s/41k
0.33s/40k
0.29s/41k
0.25s/41k
0.27s/42k
0.20s/34k
1.40s/53k
1.1s/47k
0.58s/53k
0.39s/46k
0.31s/51k
0.21s/51k
0.25s/51k
0.18s/51k
0.18s/51k
0.18s/46k
0.12s/31k
1.42s/53k
1.0s/47k
0.58s/53k
0.38s/46k
0.30s/51k
0.21s/51k
0.23s/51k
0.18s/51k
0.18s/51k
0.18s/46k
0.11s/31k
0.53s/88k
0.42s/89k
0.24s/84k
0.16s/26k
0.11s/21k
0.08s/17k
0.09s/17k

4 procs
time/space
43.30s/1190k
28.49s/402k
21.51s/686k
12.22s/795k
8.84s/466k
6.48s/370k
6.8s/514k
5.35s/438k
4.69s/424k
4.83s/423k
3.25s/170k
49.54s/1701k
31.13s/689k
24.27s/1553k
12.39s/1012k
10.55s/1648k
7.34s/701k
6.32s/480k
5.12s/326k
4.75s/394k
5.10s/406k
3.24s/296k
37.64s/1110k
21.96s/745k
19.14s/1371k
9.60s/982k
7.84s/981k
5.17s/460k
4.48s/358k
3.90s/335k
3.63s/335k
3.77s/436k
2.25s/271k
3.41s/451k
3.55s/482k
1.58s/338k
0.65s/76k
0.55s/76k
0.37s/51k
0.31s/41k
0.32s/42k

5 procs
time/space
O/M
496.8s/7996k
646.78s/29010k
297.62s/20445k
240.29s/19799k
169.89s/16124k
204.7s/26179k
130.58s/17608k
124.86s/18730k
100.74s/11315k
60.41s/3569k
O/M
791.95s/46037k
O/M
O/M
O/M
233.59s/46922k
138.11s/22447k
88.84s/11235k
93.31s/14303k
101.15s/15397k
44.11s/5964k
O/M
486.77s/32802k
863.68s/67080k
565.73s/63593k
291.60s/41810k
136.59s/17959k
88.60s/11206k
69.76s/9187k
68.66s/11205k
81.46s/12720k
30.81s/4380k
30.52s/1554k
28.15s/1612k
11.625s/1164k
3.2s/245k
3.16s/244k
1.83s/221k
1.41s/119k
1.17s/109k
1.19s/114k

need less iterations of the outer-loop and, at the same time,
more iterations of the inner loop to compute greatest fixpoints.
The complexity shapes in the figures are thus superposition of
the complexities of the outer loop and the inner loop.
It is hard to establish a general relation between the choices
of “∼ d” and performances. After all, the relation may depend
on the systems themselves. However, we were still capable of
finding the following observations true of all experiments in
this work.
• Observation 1: The choice of d-values may greatly affect
the inevitability analysis performances.
• Observation 2: Usually, “>= 1” (i.e., “≥ 1”) gives the
worst performance and should be avoided.
• Observation 3: For a parameterized system, curves for
different various choices of “∼ d” are of the similar shape
for different sizes of concurrency.
Observation 1 implies that the choice of “∼ d” can significantly reduce both time and memory complexities. To clarify
the influences, we define the B/W -ratio (the Best complexity
over the worst complexity) among the different choices. In
case the worst case runs out of memory, we denote the B/W ratio as a big “O.” In table IV, we show these B/W -ratios of

CSMA/CD
(A)

CSMA/CD
(B)

CSMA/CD
(C)

>=1
>26
>=39
>51
>=64
>76
>=89
>101
>127
>151
>202
>303
>404
>606
>808
>=1
>26
>=39
>51
>=64
>76
>=89
>101
>127
>151
>202
>303
>404
>606
>808
>=1
>26
>=39
>51
>=64
>76
>=89
>101
>127
>151
>202
>303
>404
>606
>808

2 procs
time/space
12.18s/270k
0.25s/42k
0.28s/42k
0.26s/42k
0.36s/42k
0.36s/42k
0.36s/42k
0.37s/42k
0.40s/42k
0.40s/42k
0.44s/42k
0.52s/43k
0.60s/44k
0.73s/44k
0.91s/45k
184.57s/214k
3.22s/48k
2.33s/59k
1.74s/58k
1.75s/37k
1.47s/37k
1.35s/37k
1.21s/37k
1.4s/37k
1.12s/37k
0.85s/37k
0.84s/37k
0.64s/37k
1.9s/59k
0.55s/35k
2.59s/178k
0.5s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.6s/25k
0.7s/25k
0.9s/25k
0.11s/25k
0.13s/25k
0.16s/25k

3 procs
time/space
144.14s/1480k
2.35s/191k
2.53s/191k
2.54s/191k
4.30s/259k
4.31s/259k
5.35s/308k
5.33s/308k
6.78s/392k
7.95s/412k
10.77s/537k
17.20s/735k
24.75s/877k
43.51s/1156k
67.44s/1418k
1663.24s/667k
34.15s/226k
24.41s/238k
18.29s/238k
22.46s/130k
18.71s/129k
21.8s/151k
18.70s/151k
16.95s/210k
20.92s/226k
17.84s/284k
21.33s/397k
19.79s/450k
34.52s/649k
25.6s/719k
27.96s/1001k
0.25s/79k
0.25s/79k
0.25s/79k
0.32s/80k
0.32s/80k
0.32s/80k
0.32s/80k
0.40s/80k
0.41s/80k
0.49s/80k
0.63s/80k
0.81s/80k
1.13s/80k
1.45s/80k

4 procs
time/space
1031.14s/5587k
18.48s/731k
20.72s/936k
20.77s/936k
39.93s/1230k
39.37s/1230k
47.68s/1483k
47.13s/1483k
78.76s/1947k
91.94s/2091k
144.99s/2678k
285.99s/3872k
476.62s/5336k
1035.36s/8103k
1843.21s/10936k
10181.75s/1951k
251.85s/802k
180.11s/837k
134.78s/837k
186.3s/631k
155.41s/631k
166.1s/765k
146.57s/765k
174.99s/897k
199.84s/1078k
202.96s/1348k
301.9s/1966k
326.95s/2457k
730.54s/4025k
649.21s/5198k
174.2s/3892k
1.9s/298k
1.12s/298k
1.13s/298k
1.71s/299k
1.72s/299k
1.72s/299k
1.73s/299k
2.33s/299k
2.34s/299k
2.94s/299k
4.14s/299k
5.33s/299k
7.70s/299k
10.8s/300k

all benchmarks. The less the B/W -ratio is, the more we can
reduce in cost by picking up a good choices. For example,
for specification CSMA/CD (B) with 2 processes, the B/W ratio for time complexity is 0.3% and implies a performance
enhancement of over 300 times just by changing from a bad
choice to a good one.
Observation 2 implies that the choice of “≥ 1” may lead
to bad, if not the worst, performance. Interestingly, before we
had discovered this fact, our tool, RED, used this bad choice
by default. By changing this default setting, the performance
of our tool has been greatly enhanced in the evaluation of
many inevitability specifications.
Observation 3 implies that we can pretty accurately predict
good choices of “∼ d” for high concurrency parameterized
systems by calculating the good ones for low concurrency
parameterized systems. In the termination detection benchmarks, choosing ZC > 10 leads all experiments to the best
performances. In the leader election benchmarks, the best
choice is ZC > 2 independent of the process numbers. The
observation also holds in the CAMA/CD benchmark, where
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TABLE IV
T HE B/W RATIOS
TD
(Linear)
TD
(Latice)
TD
(Tree)
leader
pathos
CSMA/CD
(A)
CSMA/CD
(B)
CSMA/CD
(C)

resource
time
space
time
space
time
space
time
space
time
space
time
space
time
space
time
space

2 procs
16.7%
72.7%
11.1%
72.7%
20.0%
72.7%
60.0%
100%
50.0%
100%
2.1%
16.7%
0.3%
16.4%
19.3%
14.0%

3 procs
9.5%
65.4%
8.6%
58.5%
7.7%
58.5%
45.3%
94.4%
50.0%
65.4%
1.6%
12.9%
1.1%
17.9%
0.9%
7.9%

4 procs
7.5%
14.3%
6.5%
18.0%
6.0%
20.6%
46.3%
70.1%
47.7%
53.9%
1.8%
13.1%
1.3%
15.4%
0.6%
7.7%

5 procs
O
O
O
O
O
O
37.7%
72.2%
37.2%
44.5%

the best choice of the system involving three processes is exact
the best choice of four. This implication could be valuable
since the verification complexity is usually at least exponential
in the concurrency sizes of the target systems.
From now on, we shall use the best choice of “∼ d” reported
in this subsection for the experiments yet to be reported.
D. Performance of the algorithm using abstraction techniques
In table V, we report the performance data of our RED 4.1
with respect to our three abstraction techniques. In general, the
abstraction techniques enhance the verification performance.
Notably, the game-discrete and game-magnitude abstractions
seem to have enough precision to discern true properties.
It is somewhat surprising that the game-magnitude abstraction incurs excessive complexity for PATHOS benchmark.
After carefully examining the traces generated by RED, we
found that because non-magnitude constraints were eliminated, some of the inconsistent convex state spaces in the
representation became consistent. These spurious convex state
spaces represented many more paths in our CRD and greatly
burdened our greatest fixpoint calculation. For instance, the
outer loop of procedure gfp() takes two iterations to reach
the fixpoint with the game-magnitude abstraction. It only takes
one iteration to do so without the abstraction. In our previous
experience, this abstraction technique has worked efficiently
with reachability analysis. It seems that the performance of
abstraction techniques for greatest fixpoint evaluation can be
subtle.
Another interesting issue is whether we can apply these
techniques to predict good choices of “∼ d.” Since the abstract
techniques have significantly influenced the performance for
the CSMA/CD benchmarks, we report the experiments in
table VI w.r.t. d-values and our three abstraction techniques.
All benchmarks using “bus+4senders” run over with non-Zeno
requirement and EDGF on. For both specifications CSMA/CD
(A) and CSMA/CD (C), the abstraction techniques significantly reduced the complexity. Moreover, the performance
curves for abstract evaluation have shapes similar to those
for exact evaluation. The experiment data suggested that
we may be able to make a good choice by experimenting

with the less expensive abstract inevitability evaluation for a
given verification task. This suggestion could be valuable for
guessing good choices of “∼ d” when the target systems are
not parameterized.
E. Performance comparison with Kronos
In table VII, we report the performance of Kronos 5.2
w.r.t. the five benchmarks. Here we do not adopt termination detection benchmarks since it’s hard to model complex
pointer relationships using low-level data-variables provided
by Kronos. For PATHOS and leader election, Kronos did
not succeed in constructing the quotient automata. But our
RED seems to have no problem in this regard with its onthe-fly exploration of the state space. Of course, the lack of
high-level data-variables in Kronos’ modeling language may
also acerbate the problem. As for benchmark CSMA/CD (A),
Kronos performs very well. We believe this is because this
benchmark uses a bounded inevitability specification. Such
properties have already been studied in the literature of Kronos
[36].
On the other hand, benchmarks CSMA/CD (B) and (C) use
unbounded inevitability specifications with modal-subformula
nesting depths 1 and 2 respectively. Kronos does not scale up
to the complexity of concurrency for these two benchmarks.
Our RED prevails in these two benchmarks.
IX. A CASE STUDY: L2CAP OF B LUETOOTH
To check our techniques against industrial verification tasks,
we have modeled and verified the Logical Link Control and
Adaptation Layer Protocol(L2CAP) of Bluetooth specification
[16]. The wireless communication standard of Bluetooth has
been widely discussed and adopted in many appliances since it
was published. L2CAP is layered over the Baseband Protocol
and resides in the data link layer of Bluetooth. This protocol
supports message multiplexing, packet segmentation and reassembly, and the conveying of quality of service information
to the upper protocol layer. The protocol regulates the behavior
between a master device and a slave device.
A. Modelling L2CAP
The L2CAP defines the actions performed by a master and a
slave. A master is a device issuing a request while a slave is the
one responding to the master’s request. A message sequence
chart (MSC) that may better illustrate a typical scenario of
event sequence in L2CAP can be found in Fig. 4. The two inner vertical lines represent the computation of L2CAP layers in
the master and the slave devices. The scenario starts when the
master’s upper layer issues an L2CA ConnectReq (Connection Request) through the L2CA interface. Upon receiving the
request, the master communicates the request through the unreliable network to the slave (with an L2CAP ConnectReq),
which will then convey the request to the slave’s upper layer
(with an L2CA ConnectInd).
The protocol goes on with messages bouncing back and
forth until the master sends an L2CAP ConfigRsp message to the slave. Then both parties can start exchanging data. Finally the master’s upper layer issues message
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM USING ABSTRACTION TECHNIQUES
concurrency
pathos

leader
election

CSMA/CD
(A)

CSMA/CD
(B)
CSMA/CD
(C)

2 procs.s
3 procs.s
4 procs.s
5 procs.s
6 procs.s
7 procs.s
2 procs.s
3 procs.s
4 procs.s
5 procs.s
6 procs.s
7 procs.s
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+5 senders
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+2 senders
bus+3 senders
bus+4 senders
bus+5 senders
bus+6 senders
bus+7 senders

no abstraction
Game
Game-discrete
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
0.03s/7k/true
0.01s/7k/true
0.03s/7k/true
0.08s/17k/true
0.11s/17k/maybe
0.09s/17k/true
0.31s/42k/true
0.36s/36k/maybe
0.37s/36k/true
1.17s/114k/true
1.16s/71k/maybe
1.2s/71k/true
5.22s/314k/true
2.83s/114k/maybe
3.39s/114k/true
30.71s/942k/true
6.66s/175k/maybe
8.62s/175k/true
0.04s/16k/true
0.03s/16k/true
0.03s/16k/true
0.25s/84k/true
0.25s/84k/true
0.23s/84k/true
1.54s/338k/true
1.53s/338k/true
1.54s/338k/true
11.23s/1164k/true
11.71s/1164k/true
11.38s/1164k/true
110.9s/7992k/true
111.2s/7993k/true
110.8s/7993k/true
860.6s/42062k/true
854.8s/42123k/true
861.5s/42123k/true
0.33s/42k/true
0.33s/42k/true
0.29s/42k/true
3.09s/191k/true
3.35s/191k/maybe
1.33s/191k/true
26.23s/936k/true
9.57s/731k/maybe
4.79s/731k/true
195.14s/4501k/true
29.89s/2529k/maybe
16.96s/2529k/true
1.92s/37k/true
0.58s/25k/true
0.76s/25k/true
28.67s/151k/true
2.73s/88k/true
3.91s/85k/true
235.48s/765k/true
9.54s/290k/true
14.72s/281k/true
0.06s/25k/true
0.06s/25k/true
0.05s/25k/true
0.29s/79k/true
0.19s/79k/true
0.18s/79k/true
1.36s/298k/true
0.71s/298k/true
0.73s/298k/true
6.73s/1045k/true
2.85s/1045k/true
2.90s/1045k/true
33.53s/3436k/true
11.84s/3436k/true
11.77s/3436k/true
166.14s/10652k/true
47.64s/10652k/true
47.84s/10652k/true
All benchmarks run with non-Zeno requirement and EDGF on.

Game-mag.
time/space/answer
0.03s/7k/true
0.1s/22k/true
0.78s/100k/true
8.55s/674k/true
191.1s/6074k/true
6890s/62321k/true
0.02s/16k/true
0.25s/84k/true
1.52s/338k/true
11.39s/1164k/true
110.2s/7993k/true
867.7s/42123k/true
0.33s/42k/true
3.35s/191k/maybe
9.57s/731k/maybe
29.8s/2529k/maybe
0.58s/25k/true
2.73s/88k/true
9.54s/290/true
0.06s/25k/true
0.19s/79k/true
0.71s/298k/true
2.85s/1045k/true
11.84s/3436k/true
47.64s/10652k/true

TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM USING DIFFERENT d- VALUES AND ABSTRACTION TECHNIQUES
∼d

no abstraction
Game
Game-discrete
Game-mag.
time/space
time/space
time/space
time/space
CSMA/CD
>=1
1031.14s/5587k
2642.94s/731k
3076.51s/802k
2982.59s/1231k
(A)
>26
18.48s/731k
7.91s/731k
3.82s/731k
3.71s/731k
>=39
20.72s/936k
7.85s/731k
3.84s/731k
3.72s/731k
>51
20.77s/936k
7.86s/731k
3.87s/731k
3.75s/731k
>=64
39.93s/1230k
12.63s/742k
6.28s/742k
6.17s/742k
>76
39.37s/1230k
12.64s/742k
6.26s/742k
6.18s/742k
>=89
47.68s/1483k
13.71s/742k
6.35s/742k
6.23s/742k
>101
47.13s/1483k
13.41s/742k
6.38s/742k
6.27s/742k
>127
78.76s/1947k
14.57s/742k
9.10s/742k
9.6s/742k
>151
91.94s/2091k
14.65s/742k
9.31s/742k
9.12s/742k
>202
144.99s/2678k
15.67s/742k
11.96s/742k
12.50s/742k
>303
285.99s/3872k
17.86s/742k
17.31s/742k
19.35s/742k
>404
476.62s/5336k
20.1s/742k
18.89s/742k
28.3s/780k
>606
1035.36s/8103k
24.18s/742k
22.47s/742k
48.65s/1151k
>808
1843.21s/10936k
29.23s/742k
26.33s/742k
72.69s/1487k
CSMA/CD
>=1
10181.75s/1951k
530.48s/288k
549.15s/289k
521.40s/321k
(B)
>26
251.85s/802k
21.11s/288k
22.66s/279k
20.21s/267k
>=39
180.11s/837k
14.14s/288k
16.10s/279k
14.5s/267k
>51
134.78s/837k
10.62s/288k
11.87s/279k
10.62s/267k
>=64
186.3s/631k
9.24s/290k
13.67s/281k
12.81s/269k
>76
155.41s/631k
7.75s/290k
11.38s/281k
10.45s/269k
>=89
166.1s/765k
7.3s/290k
10.91s/281k
9.85s/269k
>101
146.57s/765k
6.35s/290k
10.3s/281k
8.78s/269k
>127
174.99s/897k
4.73s/290k
9.32s/281k
8.67s/269k
>151
199.84s/1078k
5.36s/290k
10.6s/281k
9.9s/269k
>202
202.96s/1348k
3.17s/289k
8.22s/281k
7.55s/269k
>303
301.9s/1966k
2.96s/289k
8.97s/280k
8.14s/269k
>404
326.95s/2457k
1.66s/289k
6.59s/281k
6.91s/269k
>606
730.54s/4025k
4.38s/289k
9.56s/281k
10.18s/269k
>808
649.21s/5198k
0.89s/269k
3.84s/269k
6.57s/269k
CSMA/CD
>=1
174.2s/3892k
9.35s/298k
9.24s/298k
9.47s/298k
(C)
>26
1.9s/298k
0.58s/298k
0.61s/298k
0.62s/298k
>=39
1.12s/298k
0.63s/298k
0.61s/298k
0.64s/298k
>51
1.13s/298k
0.62s/298k
0.60s/298k
0.64s/298k
>=64
1.71s/299k
0.60s/299k
0.76s/299k
0.78s/299k
>76
1.72s/299k
0.58s/299k
0.76s/299k
0.77s/299k
>=89
1.72s/299k
0.58s/299k
0.76s/299k
0.77s/299k
>101
1.73s/299k
0.58s/299k
0.76s/299k
0.74s/299k
>127
2.33s/299k
0.58s/299k
0.91s/299k
0.90s/299k
>151
2.34s/299k
0.60s/299k
0.91s/299k
0.92s/299k
>202
2.94s/299k
0.58s/299k
1.4s/299k
1.8s/299k
>303
4.14s/299k
0.58s/299k
1.36s/299k
1.38s/299k
>404
5.33s/299k
0.60s/299k
1.62s/299k
1.70s/299k
>606
7.70s/299k
0.58s/299k
2.22s/299k
2.33s/299k
>808
10.8s/300k
0.72s/300k
2.84s/300k
2.96s/300k
All benchmarks using “bus+4senders” run over with non-Zeno requirement and EDGF on.
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TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE OF K RONOS IN COMPARISON
concurrency
pathos

leader
election

CSMA/CD
(A)

CSMA/CD
(B)
CSMA/CD
(C)

no abstraction
extrapolation
inclusion
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
2 procs
0.0s/true
0.0s/true
0.0s/true
3 procs
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
0.02s/true
4 procs
Q/N/C
Q/N/C
Q/N/C
2 procs
0.0s/true
0.0s/true
0.0s/true
3 procs
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
4 procs
0.05s/true
0.06s/true
0.04s/true
5 procs
Q/N/C
Q/N/C
Q/N/C
bus+2 senders
0.0s/true
0.01s/true
0.0s/true
bus+3 senders
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
bus+4 senders
0.06s/true
0.06s/true
0.06s/true
bus+5 senders
0.31s/true
0.31s/true
0.32s/true
bus+2 senders
8.67s/true
8.68s/true
8.65s/true
bus+3 senders
O/M
O/M
O/M
bus+2 senders
2.69s/true
2.70s/true
2.72s/true
bus+3 senders
O/M
O/M
O/M
Q/N/C means that Kronos cannot construct the quotient automata.

convex-hull
time/space/answer
0.0s/true
0.02s/true
Q/N/C
0.0s/true
0.01s/true
0.04s/true
Q/N/C
0.01s/true
0.01s/true
0.06s/true
0.32s/true
8.71s/true
O/M
2.69s/true
O/M

layer
L2CAP layer
L2CAP layer
Upper layer
 [0,Upper

∞)
   L2CA_ConnectReq L2CAP_ConnectReq L2CA_ConnectInd [0, 5]  
L2CA_ConnectRsp
L2CA_ConnectCfm
L2CAP_ConnectRsp
[0, 5]

L2CA_ConfigReq



L2CAP_ConfigReq

L2CA_ConfigInd

L2CA_ConfigCfm

L2CAP_ConfigRsp

L2CA_ConfigRsp

L2CA_ConfigInd

L2CAP_ConfigReq

L2CA_ConfigReq

L2CA_ConfigRsp

L2CAP_ConfigRsp

L2CA_ConfigCfm

[0, 5]



[0, ∞)

[0, 5]



DATA

L2CA_DATA_END

L2CAP_DATA_END

 
L2CA_DisconnectCfm


L2CAP_DisconnectReq

L2CA_DisconnectInd

L2CAP_DisconnectRsp

L2CA_DisconnectRsp [0, 5]

[0, 5]

L2CA_DisconnectReq

[0, ∞)




L2CA_ConnectReq

Device 1 (Master)
Fig. 4.



DATA

Device 2 (Slave)

A message sequence chart of L2CAP

TABLE VIII
L2CAP W. R . T. NON -Z ENO REQUIREMENTS AND THE EDGF

L2CA DisconnectReq to close the connection and the
slave confirms the disconnection.
We used nine processes to model the entire activity in
L2CAP. They were the master’s upper layer, the master’s
L2CAP layer, master’s L2CAP time-out process, master’s
L2CAP extended time-out process, the slave’s upper layer, the
slave’s L2CAP layer, slave’s L2CAP time-out process, slave’s
L2CAP extended time-out process, and the unreliable network.
More details can be found in [33]. We checked the inevitability
property that once the network receives the master’s data and
stays in the TRANSMITTED state, the slave’s upper layer will
eventually receive the data. This property can be written as :
∀¤ (transmittedn → ∀♦receiveds ).

the inevitability property still holds without the non-Zeno
requirement. This may imply that for well-designed industrial
products, dropping the non-Zeno requirement could still lead
to fast verification with enough precision.

B. Experiments with EDGF and non-Zeno requirement

C. Experiments with the abstraction techniques

We first check the performance of our implementation
w.r.t. the non-Zeno requirement and the EDGF policy. The
performance data is shown in table VIII. In general, we
find the EDGF policy can reduce the verification cost in this
case study, especially when non-Zenoness is required. Also,

In table IX, we show how various choices of “∼ d”
may affect the verification performance. A locally optimal
inequality is “> 59”. Assuming this is the best choice for
performance, the B/W -ratio is then 36.33% for time complexity and 38.71% for memory complexity. We applied our

no non-Zeno requirement
EDGF
no EDGF
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
24.38s/378k/true
26.53s/379k/true

TECHNIQUE

non-Zeno requirement
EDGF
no EDGF
time/space/answer
time/space/answer
29.17s/210k/true
65.74s/864k/true
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TABLE IX
L2CAP W. R . T. THE ABSTRACTION TECHNIQUES
∼d
>=1
>1
>=2
>2
>=10
>=15
>=20
>=25
>=30
>=35
>=40
>=50
>59
>=60
>60
>=75
>=100
>=150
>=200
>=250
>299
>=300
>300

no abstraction
time/space
80.28s/1500k
54.90s/1576k
50.72s/1564
28.43s/610k
29.88s/610k
29.49s/610k
30.72s/610k
30.28s/610k
29.42s/610k
31.22s/610k
30.65s/610k
30.6s/610k
29.17s/610k
29.24s/610k
32.16s/644k
32.47s/644k
32.81s/644k
32.55s/643k
32.39s/643k
33.2s/643k
32.22s/643k
31.67s/643k
31.71s/643k

Game
time/space
23.61s/697k
20.61s/694k
20.37s/689k
17.37s/610k
17.25s/610k
17.33s/610k
17.29s/610k
17.37s/610k
17.20s/610k
17.27s/610k
17.19s/610k
17.19s/610k
17.20s/610k
17.45s/610k
17.78s/609k
17.27s/609k
17.32s/609k
17.81s/609k
17.32s/609k
17.33s/609k
18.2s/609k
17.35s/609k
17.39s/609k

Game-discrete
time/space
30.88s/677k
25.73s/683k
25.87s/675k
19.87s/610k
19.95s/610k
19.75s/610k
19.51s/610k
19.61s/610k
19.62s/610k
19.42s/610k
19.54s/610k
19.44s/610k
19.45s/610k
19.87s/610k
22.0s/609k
22.46s/609k
23.2s/609k
24.58s/609k
24.64s/609k
24.74s/609k
24.19s/609k
24.32s/609k
24.43s/609k

Game-mag.
time/space
31.87s/678k
25.53s/683k
25.30s/676k
19.54s/610k
19.89s/610k
19.78s/610k
20.90s/610k
20.28s/610k
19.61s/610k
20.93s/610k
20.15s/610k
20.48s/610k
19.48s/610k
19.74s/610k
22.42s/609k
23.34s/609k
24.58s/609k
24.10s/609k
24.78s/609k
26.39s/609k
24.28s/609k
24.91s/609k
24.12s/609k

abstraction techniques against different choices of “∼ d.”
Table IX shows that the abstraction techniques indeed reduce
both time and memory cost. Moreover, the good choices of
“∼ d” for the abstract evaluations also help us accurately
predict the good choices for precise evaluaton.
X. S UMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFICIENT
CONFIGURATIONS

To promote model-checking technology in industrial
projects, we need not only elegant theory but also suggestions for the configuration of the efficient model-checking
algorithms. In this work, we report extensive experiments
to observe how the model-checking algorithms perform in
the evaluation of inevitability properties against dense-time
systems. In summary, we have the following suggestions.
• EDGF is a good speed-up technique and does not
sacrifice the precision of TCTL model-checking. Thus
it should always be used in TCTL model-checking.
• For well-designed industrial designs, it is worthwhile
to first evaluate inevitabilities with no non-Zeno requirement.
• For the inevitability analysis of parameterized systems,
we can use the good choices of “∼ d” for low concurrency systems to predict the good ones for their high
concurrency counterparts.
• For non-parameterized systems, we can also use abstraction techniques to help us predict the good choices of
“∼ d” for exact evaluation.
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